HOW TO SUPPORT YOUR
CHILD’S SUCCESS:
A PARENTAL GUIDE

Notes
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Dear Parent/Carer
Thank you for taking the time to read this booklet which we have put together
outlining general and specific strategies to support your child’s learning as they
approach their GCSE exams. We strongly believe as a school that our partnership
with parents is critical in supporting student success. I hope that this booklet helps
parents to help their child prepare effectively. A range of strategies are covered
in the booklet. Every person learns in a different way. We are keen to ensure that
students are exposed to a range of strategies so that they can work out which
methods work best for them.
May I take this opportunity to wish your child every success in the approaching
exams. We are very proud of our Year 11 students and with hard work,
organisation and focus we feel confident that they can be very successful this
summer.
Mr. N. Gittins (Deputy Headteacher)

Getting the learning environment right
There have never been more distractions in modern life. One of the biggest distractions is
technology. Whilst there may be occasions where accessing information online is beneficial,
frequently mobile phones and other devices take students’ attention away from where they
should be focusing during a revision session. Ideally, these devices should be kept somewhere
else so that they are out of reach!
If the situation allows it, a clear desk in a well lit room enables students to spread their work
around and organise what and how they are doing. Students should also be hydrated and a
healthy diet and good sleep both help to support student learning.
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Structuring revision
Your child will be producing a revision timetable in the coming week. In essence, the timetable
is a life planner for the next few months. It has been produced using a mathematical process
where students self-assess how much revision they want or need to do for each subject.
Revision periods are then slotted into the timetable in a logical, planned manner. Frequently,
students tell us that they want to revise but they don’t know where to start. This revision
timetable is the logical starting point. Setting the plan up is all very well, but students do need to
stick to it and they should ensure that when they do complete sessions, they share this with you
as a tool to maintain motivation. At this stage of Year 11, as a general rule students should be
spending approximately two hours each evening doing revision.

Assessing what is being done in revision sessions
One difficulty with measuring revision in terms of time spent can be that an awful lot of
time can be spent sharpening pencils, checking social media or staring out of the window!
Essentially, revision can be deathly for students if they don’t develop practical strategies as
part of their revision. Very few students can simply read information, digest it and then use it
effectively in an exam. Only the lucky few can be sponges that soak the information up. The rest
of us mere mortals have to develop practical strategies to both further our understanding and
preserve our sanity! Some suggestions are outlined below.

Read, make notes, re-read, test
The active process of turning text into something different – be it notes, images, questions and
answers, etc – forces students to engage in the information. To turn the information into a new
format requires students to process the information. Once students have taken a break from
the information, they should then go back and test themselves. The more times that a student
revisits the information, the more their memory is strengthened.
The first step has to be that the student develops the knowledge, which can only be done
through revision. The next step, however, should involve application. Being a walking
encyclopaedia will not guarantee high grades. Students must learn to apply this information
and a classic example would be through past exam questions. These are available for every
subject area. Ideally, these questions should be done under exam conditions and under the
same time constraints as in the exam. If students spend more time than would be allocated
in the exam, they are in danger of lulling themselves into a false sense of security. Once the
questions are complete, students can liaise with subject staff to assess how they have done, or
equally they could self-assess as the mark schemes for these exams are available online via the
main exam board websites (i.e. - www.aqa.org.uk)
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Mindmaps
Some students are visual and placing information
from a topic in a format where ideas are spread
around a page but placed in appropriate
categories and at different levels of depth can
work. A tutorial on mindmapping and how to use
it can be found here
https://www.examtime.com/mind-maps/ along
with an example of a mind map pictured. The
beauty of a mind map is that huge amounts of information can be structured and condensed,
as demonstrated with the Of Mice and men example.

Revision / Q&A cards /Flashcards
Index cards are terrific for writing a question on one side of the card and answers on the other
side. It also has the effect over time of reducing the number of resources students feel the need
to use and make reference to (with the added benefit that they are portable!). These cards are
also useful for testing knowledge of key terminology and definitions.

Recording notes
Auditory learners like to listen to things. Modern technology does mean that students can
record themselves speaking their notes and then listen to them via headphones. This could be
combined with a run in the park if you are sporty. It works for some people and definitely not
for others.
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Memory techniques
Difference memory strategies can be useful to help recall all of the facts and information
needed for GCSE.
Four memory tools that can be effective in helping student retain lots of information are;
Mnemonics
A mnemonic is a tool to help remember facts or a large amount of information. It can be a song,
rhyme, acronym, image or a phrase, to help remember a list of facts in a certain order.
Question time
Create questions on your revision notes or ask someone to create questions for you to test your
knowledge.
Repetition
Writing facts, concepts or key terms out several times on a white board or piece of papers can
help you remember difficult or a lot of information.
The Journey
The journey technique is associating a list of information with landmarks on a journey that you
know well. This could, for example, be your journey to school.

In summary...
This is far from being an exhaustive list. What works for one person does not necessarily work
for another. Common consensus though is that for revision to be successful, it needs to have a
practical element.
There are few if any people who would rather be revising than socialising, but in a quirky
way we have a number of Year 11 students who report each year that once they get started
properly on revision, they actually quite enjoy the buzz of feeling more secure in their
knowledge and understanding.
The period of revision is a testing one in several ways. Through the support of school and home
there is every chance of students overcoming these hurdles and achieving their potential.
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So many students purchase a revision guide, as if this will magically lead to higher grades.
Like all tools, a revision guide is only as good as the strategies used to maximise its use.
Consider carefully how the following guidelines should lead to more productive use of your
revision guides and ultimately, better learning and higher grades...
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Pixl Revision Apps and Personalised Learning
Difference memory strategies can be useful to help recall all of the facts and information
This year at Egglescliffe all students will receive a Personal Currency Plan. This personalised
document shows which areas the student is currently confident in, and which topics and areas
of a subject require further work. Students will receive a Personal Currency Plan from all GCSE
subjects.
Students should use this to direct their revision to topics which they require further
understanding of, highlighted on the plan as ‘Very Insecure’ and ‘Insecure’ topic areas. Students
will be given a copy to keep at home, and keep a record in their exercise books.

In summary...
Egglescliffe have purchased for all students the Pixl suite of revision apps. These Apps are free to
download and can link directly to the Personal Currency Plan.
Students login details are available from your subject teachers
The available Apps cover
•
•
•
•
•
•

Maths
Timetables
English Literature
Geography
History
Vocabulary

Students are able to focus on key grades, target
specific topics, complete tasks set by teachers
and monitor their own progress and development.
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English Language
Paper 1

Paper 2

Reading : List 4 things,
Reading : True or false, Summary
Language analysis, Analysis of of differences, Language
structure, Evaluation of ideas analysis, Analytical comparison
Writing : Writing to describe or Writing : Transactional writing
narrate from an image stimulus

What revision resources are available?
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Learn paper and question breakdowns
Practise individual question answers, practise writing in timed conditions,
practise completing a full paper
Read sample answers
Read non fiction and fiction texts / extracts
Reading
Learn terminology (language and structure)
Annotate extracts / articles (language and structure)
Summarise extracts / articles
Writing
Practise spelling, punctuation and grammar skills
Extend vocabulary
Plan narratives, descriptions and non-fiction writing
Annotate images with vocabulary and descriptive devices
Practise writing story, description or non fiction openings

How revision resources are available?
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Resources on Teams and in exercise books (past papers (AQA), example
papers etc.)
CGP book
BBC Bitesize
Quizlet (flashcard style app) and Seneca Learning (information, quizzes)
Image generator websites (random image generator)
Dr Aidan English Literature and Language video guides on YouTube
Mr Bruff English video guides on YouTube
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English Literature
Paper 1

Paper 2

Section A: Macbeth (30 marks + Section A:
4 SPaG marks)
An Inspector Calls (30 marks + 4
SPaG marks)
Section B: A Christmas Carol (30
marks)
Section B:
Compare two poems from
conflict anthology (30 marks)
Section C:
1st question:
Answer a question on an
unseen poem (24 marks)
2nd question:
Compare two unseen poems (8
marks)

What revision resources are available?
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Learn paper and question breakdowns
Learn literary terminology (language, structure, form)
Practise reading unseen poems
Create plot / key event / summaries or timelines
Watch performed versions (Macbeth, An Inspector Calls, A Christmas
Carol)
Create quotation banks and learn /annotate a range of quotations
(character, key themes)
Produce mind maps for key themes / characters / key contexts
Read sample essays
Write up analytical paragraphs of quotations, practise planning essays
and practise writing up introductions and conclusions
Practise writing up full essays and redraft essays written in lesson

How revision resources are available?
•
•
•
•
•
•
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Resources on Teams and in exercise books (past papers (AQA), example
papers, quotation banks etc.)
CGP Books and Snap Revision guides
BBC Bitesize, Lit Charts, Shmoop, Sparknotes / NoFearShakespeare
CommonLit (articles about the texts)
Quizlet (flashcard style app) and Seneca Learning (information, quizzes)
YouTube tutorials - Dr Aidan, Mr Bruff

Mathematics
Paper 1 Non - Calculator: 80 marks
Paper 2 Calculator: 80 marks
Paper 3 Calculator: 80 marks
All papers equally weighted

What revision resources are available?
•
•

•

•

•

•

•

CGP revision guides and workbooks - These can be purchased through
parentmail
Mathswatch VLE – TThis VLE/website contains videos of all topics covered
on both the higher and foundation GCSE Mathematics courses. The videos
will explain/show how to do topics and give students questions to do. Extra
worksheets on individual topics can also be downloaded from this VLE. The
site is interactive and will give instant feedback, allowing your child to have
as many attempts as possible until they feel they have mastered the necessary
skills. Logins will be available from class teachers.
Mymaths.co.uk – This website can be accessed using the username:
egglescliffe and the password: triangle. This website contains a range of
lessons and homework tasks that can help aid your child’s revision. Some
teachers choose to set homework tasks on this site which can help monitor
your child’s performance. If they do this they will provide your child with
a specific login and password, then they can access any topic lesson or
homework task they want to attempt. The site is also interactive and will give
instant feedback, allowing your child to have as many attempts as possible
until they feel they have mastered the necessary skills.
Past examination papers downloadable from our exam board Edexcel
(Pearson), but also from AQA and OCR for additional practice. Your child will
be provided with past examination papers on a regular basis from their maths
teacher, but if they want to attempt a paper again, or complete extra papers,
they can download these from the main exam boards. Mark schemes are also
available, but they will only help your child check the accuracy of their work,
they are not intended to be documents that explain solutions.
Mathsgenie.co.uk – a free website which you can access without a login. This
website gives revision booklets made up of past examination questions by
topic. It has also placed each topic under the new grading system giving your
child revision materials, examination questions and the solutions for each
topic.
Class work books from Year 10 and Year 11. Your child should refer back to
class work and homework received since the start of the GSCE course. There
will be corrections and feedback from their teacher with areas of strength
and weakness. Looking over the tasks again will remind them of the skills
they need.
Crucial Knowledge sheet - Your child will have a crucial knowledge sheet
in the front of their exercise books listing all the skills they need to have
mastered in preparation for the GCSE Maths
exams. This sheet can be used as a checklist
when revising to ensure all skills have been
covered.
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Combined Science
Biology Paper 1 (Topics 1-4): 70marks
Biology Paper 2 (topics 5-7) 70marks
Chemistry paper 1 (topics 8-12) 70marks
Chemistry paper 2 (Topics 13-17) 70marks
Physics paper 1 (Topics 18-21) 70marks
Physics paper2 (Topics 22-24) 70marks
All papers are equally weighted

What revision resources are available?
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
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My GCSE Science - Students have a subscription to the revision package
myGCSEscience (http://www.my-gcsescience.com/) which gives them
access to 230 videos and1500 marks worth of exam practise questions,
with answers, commentary, progress checker and exam tips. It is also
helpful if students access these resources before attending afterschool
revision sessions which are focussed on exam technique not revisiting
material previously taught.
BBC Bitesize – The revision website has now been updated with revision
notes, videos and quizzes on the new GCSE content (https://www.bbc.
com/bitesize/examspecs/z8r997h).
Pass My Exams – A website with revision notes (http://www.
passmyexams.co.uk/index.html)
Student Room – A website with access to study tools (https://www.
thestudentroom.co.uk/content.php?r=2928-GCSE-science)
Primrose Kitten – A good collection of YouTube revision videos and
resources (https://www.primrosekitten.com/).
Free Science Lessons - A thorough collection of online YouTube
videos on every topic (https://www.youtube.com/channel/
UCqbOeHaAUXw9Il7sBVG3_bw)
Grade Gorilla - Multiple choice quizzes and videos on the GCSE Physics
course (https://gradegorilla.com/)
Save My Exams - Exam questions on all the topics in the Science GCSE
(https://www.savemyexams.co.uk/gcse-physics-aqa/)
Physics and Maths Tutor – Revision notes and exam questions (https://
www.physicsandmathstutor.com/physics-revision/gcse-aqa/)
Love Biology – Biology revision quizzes (https://lovebiology.co.uk/
quizzes.php)
Some past examination papers are downloadable from the AQA website,
but please be aware this is a relatively new GCSE course so examples are
limited. Students can use the previous specification papers but not all
will be relevant. Mark schemes are also available to help your child check
the accuracy of their work but they are not intended to explain answers.
However, class teachers provide students with relevant exam questions
on a regular basis within class time and as homework, which are marked
with teacher feedback and are an excellent resource for revision. All
students have notes, past topic and block tests and homework that they
can refer back to. There will be corrections and feedback from their
teacher.

Biology
Biology Paper 1 (Topics 1-4): 100 marks
Biology Paper 2 (topics 5-7) 100 marks
Both papers are equally weighted

What revision resources are available?
•

•

•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

My GCSE Science - Students have a subscription to the revision package
myGCSEscience (http://www.my-gcsescience.com/) which gives them
access to 230 videos and1500 marks worth of exam practise questions,
with answers, commentary, progress checker and exam tips. It is also
helpful if students access these resources before attending afterschool
revision sessions which are focussed on exam technique not revisiting
material previously taught.
BBC Bitesize – The revision website has now been updated with revision
notes, videos and quizzes on the new GCSE content (https://www.bbc.
com/bitesize/examspecs/z8r997h).
Pass My Exams – A website with revision notes (http://www.
passmyexams.co.uk/index.html)
Student Room – A website with access to study tools (https://www.
thestudentroom.co.uk/content.php?r=2928-GCSE-science)
Primrose Kitten – A good collection of YouTube revision videos and
resources (https://www.primrosekitten.com/).
Free Science Lessons - A thorough collection of online YouTube
videos on every topic (https://www.youtube.com/channel/
UCqbOeHaAUXw9Il7sBVG3_bw)
Save My Exams - Exam questions on all the topics in the Science GCSE
(https://www.savemyexams.co.uk/gcse-physics-aqa/)
Physics and Maths Tutor – Revision notes and exam questions (https://
www.physicsandmathstutor.com/physics-revision/gcse-aqa/)
Love Biology – Biology revision quizzes (https://lovebiology.co.uk/
quizzes.php)
Some past examination papers are downloadable from the AQA website,
but please be aware this is the 2nd year of the GCSE course so examples
are limited. Students can use the previous specification papers but not all
will be relevant. Mark schemes are also available to help your child check
the accuracy of their work but they are not intended to explain answers.
However, class teachers provide students with relevant exam questions
on a regular basis within class time and as homework, which are marked
with teacher feedback and are an excellent resource for revision. All
students have notes, past topic and block tests and homework that they
can refer back to. There will be corrections and feedback from their
teacher.
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Chemistry
Chemistry Paper 1 (Topics 1-5): 100 marks
Chemistry Paper 2 (topics 6-10) 100 marks
Both papers are equally weighted

What revision resources are available?
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
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My GCSE Science - Students have a subscription to the revision
package myGCSEscience (http://www.my-gcsescience.com/) which
gives them access to 230 videos and1500 marks worth of exam
practise questions, with answers, commentary, progress checker and
exam tips. It is also helpful if students access these resources before
attending afterschool revision sessions which are focussed on exam
technique not revisiting material previously taught.
BBC Bitesize – The revision website has now been updated with
revision notes, videos and quizzes on the new GCSE content (https://
www.bbc.com/bitesize/examspecs/z8r997h).
Pass My Exams – A website with revision notes (http://www.
passmyexams.co.uk/index.html)
Student Room – A website with access to study tools (https://www.
thestudentroom.co.uk/content.php?r=2928-GCSE-science)
Primrose Kitten – A good collection of YouTube revision videos and
resources (https://www.primrosekitten.com/).
Free Science Lessons - A thorough collection of online YouTube
videos on every topic (https://www.youtube.com/channel/
UCqbOeHaAUXw9Il7sBVG3_bw)
Save My Exams - Exam questions on all the topics in the Science GCSE
(https://www.savemyexams.co.uk/gcse-physics-aqa/)
Physics and Maths Tutor – Revision notes and exam questions
(https://www.physicsandmathstutor.com/physics-revision/gcse-aqa/)
Some past examination papers are downloadable from the AQA
website, but please be aware this is the 2nd year of the GCSE course
so examples are limited. Students can use the previous specification
papers but not all will be relevant. Mark schemes are also available
to help your child check the accuracy of their work but they are
not intended to explain answers. However, class teachers provide
students with relevant exam questions on a regular basis within class
time and as homework, which are marked with teacher feedback and
are an excellent resource for revision. All students have notes, past
topic and block tests and homework that they can refer back to. There
will be corrections and feedback from their teacher.

Physics
Physics Paper 1 (Topics 1-4): 100 marks
Physics Paper 2 (topics 5-8) 100 mark
Both papers are equally weighted

What revision resources are available?
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

My GCSE Science - Students have a subscription to the revision
package myGCSEscience (http://www.my-gcsescience.com/) which
gives them access to 230 videos and1500 marks worth of exam
practise questions, with answers, commentary, progress checker and
exam tips. It is also helpful if students access these resources before
attending afterschool revision sessions which are focussed on exam
technique not revisiting material previously taught.
BBC Bitesize – The revision website has now been updated with
revision notes, videos and quizzes on the new GCSE content (https://
www.bbc.com/bitesize/examspecs/z8r997h).
Pass My Exams – A website with revision notes (http://www.
passmyexams.co.uk/index.html)
Student Room – A website with access to study tools (https://www.
thestudentroom.co.uk/content.php?r=2928-GCSE-science)
Primrose Kitten – A good collection of YouTube revision videos and
resources (https://www.primrosekitten.com/).
Free Science Lessons - A thorough collection of online YouTube
videos on every topic (https://www.youtube.com/channel/
UCqbOeHaAUXw9Il7sBVG3_bw)
Grade Gorilla - Multiple choice quizzes and videos on the GCSE
Physics course (https://gradegorilla.com/)
Save My Exams - Exam questions on all the topics in the Science GCSE
(https://www.savemyexams.co.uk/gcse-physics-aqa/)
Physics and Maths Tutor – Revision notes and exam questions
(https://www.physicsandmathstutor.com/physics-revision/gcse-aqa/)
Some past examination papers are downloadable from the AQA
website, but please be aware this is the 2nd year of the GCSE course
so examples are limited. Students can use the previous specification
papers but not all will be relevant. Mark schemes are also available
to help your child check the accuracy of their work but they are
not intended to explain answers. However, class teachers provide
students with relevant exam questions on a regular basis within class
time and as homework, which are marked with teacher feedback and
are an excellent resource for revision. All students have notes, past
topic and block tests and homework that they can refer back to. There
will be corrections and feedback from their teacher.
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FINE ART
Coursework - 60% of Final Mark
Exam board:
AQA course
information can be
found at
http: //www.aqa.org.
uk/subjects/art-anddesign/GCSE/art-anddesign-4200

Exam unit - 40% of Final mark

How to be successful in GCSE Fine Art
COURSEWORK – 60% of final marks.
This consists of two main projects, one based on Observation and the
other on the portrait.
Coursework units must include preparatory work relating to the
chosen area(s) of study and all assessment objectives must be met in
the coursework as a whole.
This is centre-assessed and moderated both internally and externally.
CONTROLLED TEST (10 HOURS) – 40%of final marks.
Students will be required to respond to one starting point in
their chosen option. A response to all assessment objectives is
essential. The exam board will set the starting points. There will
be a preparatory period, followed by ten hours of supervised time.
Pupils will be expected to develop their own work to resolve their
investigations, producing a final piece(s) based upon prep-work,
research and studies.
This is also centre-assessed and moderated both internally and
externally.
All GCSE Art students are assessed to the same four objectives and
these objectives are equally weighted – therefor it is vital that their
work covers all these areas with equal importance.
Remember RECORD, DEVELOP, REFINE & PRESENT.
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BTEC Art
and Design
Exam board:
AQA course
information can be
found at
http: //www.aqa.org.
uk/subjects/art-anddesign/GCSE/art-anddesign-4200

Coursework consists of 3 internal units
(30 GLH each)
Exam unit - Externally set task (30 GLH)

How to be successful at BTEC Art and
Design
To succeed in the course, it is vital that all the assessment aims for each
unit are not only covered, but covered with real depth, quality and
understanding.
All the Learning Aims have equal importance and relate to student’s
ability to work consistently throughout the course. The wording
highlighted in the assessment sheets outline that in order to get
the top marks, responses need to be “diverse, imaginative, effective,
competent, consistent.” NOT “limited & minimal”
It is vital that students showcase a wide range of styles and
approaches to their work and when applying it they work with a client
at the forefront of their thoughts.
The course is moderated both internally and externally and there is an
exam component that is produced in the second year of the course.
All the units are completed in a practical environment and students
are expected to produce work independently as part of home learning
opportunities.
All four units covered are weighted equally. It is vital that the three
internally set tasks are completed by the second week in January –
after this date all students will be focussing on the externally set task.
As part of all their work it is vital that all students have a real
understanding of key words and phrases – these can be used in their
preparatory studies and annotated notes. They will feature in many of
the assessment criteria that the students must work through.
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BTEC ENTERPRISE
Component 1 exploring enterprises - internal assessment
(30%)

Component 2 planning for and running an enterprise internal assessment (30%)

Component 3 promotion and finance for enterprise external assessment and synoptic (40%)

What revision resources are available?
Students will carry out tasks or assignments throughout the
course. These will be marked by your teacher and so students
will receive regular feedback as to how they are getting on.
Towards the end of the course, students will carry out one
larger task using the knowledge, skills and techniques you have
learned to run a small enterprise and assess its success. All of
the work that students will do throughout the course, including
the tasks or assignments, will prepare them for the final task. As
well as carrying out tasks, their knowledge and understanding
of finance and aspects of business and enterprise (including
marketing and market research) will be assessed through an
exam.
Students will sit the component 3 exam in year 10. A re-sit
opportunity will be available in
February in year 11.
Students may find it helpful to produce some flash cards that will
help with revision as well as booklets available from their teacher
that will aid with the review of the main topics.
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Business
Paper 1 Marketing and Finance: 50%
Characteristics, Entrepreneurship, setting up a business,
marketing, finance.

Paper 2 Growing a Business: 50%
Specifics of how to grow a business, why to grow, changes in
ownership (PLCs) and financial information such as profit and
loss account.

What revision resources are available?
• Revision guide – GCSE Edexcel business studies by
CGP BUER 41
• The business department have produced 2 revision booklets
(one covering each paper) that has Key terms and exam
technique.
• Pocket revision cards can be collected from your business
teacher.
• Multiple choice question packs for both papers can be
collected from your business teacher.
• Past revision questions: Packs of old test papers can be
collected by your child from their business teacher. Students
should look to make tackling past questions a central part of
their revision strategy under timed conditions.
• Online revision sites such as www.revisionworld.com,
www.bbc.co.uk (Bitesize) and www.revisionstation.co.uk
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Computer Science
Paper 1: Computer systems – 50%
Paper 2: Computational thinking – 50%

What revision resources are available?
• T
 here are two written exams. J277/01 is focused on the
theory topics we have covered throughout the course.
J277/02 is focused on algorithms and problem solving.
• All students are being provided with a comprehensive
revision guide. Making flashcards and mindmaps to
summarise the key content would be very useful.
• The Teach-ICT website has a large section dedicated to GCSE
Computing. There are games, quizzes and lots of subject
content. We do not advise paying for a subscription for
Teach-ICT, but the free content is quite useful.
• Students can access videos describing each aspect of the
course on the YouTube video channel ‘Craig N Dave’.
Students should make sure they are using the OCR GCSE
playlist and not the A Level one!
• Students should practise their programming skills using the
programming tasks and booklets during lessons.
• Past papers will be going home with students to help them
practise both their subject knowledge and their exam skills.
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Creative iMedia
R081 Exam : 25% (completed in Y10)
R082 Image Editing: 25% (completed in Y10)
R085 Web Design: 25% (internal assessment)
R090 Digital Photography: 25% (internal
assessment)

What revision resources are available?
• With the external examination already completed there is no
need for revision materials
• It is incredibly important that students maintain their progress
with coursework and attend any after-school sessions to
close any gaps
• Outside of the classroom, the best thing that students can
do is make sure they take many varied and interesting
photographs of local buildings on their chosen theme
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Drama
Component 1: ‘Devising’ 40% - 10% Practical & 30%
Portfolio
Component 2: Performance of 1 Scripted Extract 20%
- Requiring regular rehearsal outside of lessons
Component 3: Written Exam on “An Inspector Calls”
and “Recorded Theatre”

What revision resources are available?
Component 3:
• Revise Edexcel GCSE (9-1) Drama Revision Guide: (comes with free online edition)
(REVISE Edexcel GCSE Drama) Paperback – 9 Nov 2017 by John Johnson
(Author), William Reed (Author)
• Revise Edexcel GCSE (9-1) Drama Revision Workbook: for the 9-1 exams (REVISE
Edexcel GCSE Drama) Paperback – 29 Nov 2017
• Extra: Edexcel GCSE (9-1) Drama Student Book (Edexcel GCSE 9-1 Drama 2016)
Paperback – 20 Jul 2016 by Melissa Jones (Author), Mr Phil Cleaves (Author)
• • Bitesize: Drama: https://www.bbc.co.uk/education/subjects/zbckjxs
• • Bitesize: An Inspector Calls is very useful : http://www.bbc.co.uk/schools/
gcsebitesize/ english_literature/dramainspectorcalls/
•
• An Inspector Calls – There are also information packs & revision packs available
free online.
• Live Theatre Revision - YouTube clips and photos of performances of the
production are available online and will help students top re-call the fine details
needed. They should also spend time developing and using their “Live Theatre
Notes” (these 500 words must be taken into their exam and must follow all the
exam guidelines which we will go through will them).
• • Students also have their books and booklets from our lessons, which include
example questions and the exam criteria along with detailed advice as to how to
be successful.
Component 1:
• It is vital for those who still need to perform for their exam to attend regular extra
rehearsals outside of lessons. They must also make use of the rehearsal cards to
set targets for improvement.
• All students must put plenty time aside at home, in order to develop their portfolio
answers to the very best of their ability.
• All students must take full advantage of ALL the resources available such as; the
help cards and their portfolio booklets, containing detailed support along with
sentence starters for those who need them.
• It is also important that students attend the extra sessions after school to work on
their portfolio, in order to gain further support should they need it.
Component. 2 Practical Exam Revision Tasks:
• Arrange regular group rehearsals outside of lessons for Component 2, as of
January. Some of these should be with their teacher.
• Watch pieces of Theatre I.e. Attend A Level Performance Evenings, in order to
further develop theatrical knowledge and gain further ideas.
• Use the criteria to reflect on their success and set targets on a regular basis and
seek regular feedback.
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GCSE Design and
Technology
Coursework - 50% of FInal Mark
Exam unit - 50% of Final mark

What revision resources are available?
• Each student has been issued with a CGP GCSE AQA Design
and Technology study guide which covers all the course
requirements and should be used to focus revision.
• Past exam papers and answers are available for students
to work through. These will be used in class to prepare the
students for the rigours of the GCSE exam.
• Students can access the www.technologystudent.com and
BBC bitesize web sites for help with revision materials.
• Section A of the exam focuses on Core Technical principles,
Section B focuses on Specialist Technical Principles and
Section C focuses on Designing and Making Principles.

Design and Technology has now merged into 1 GCSE with the school
running 3 pathways these being:
1. Electronic design and engineering
2. Product design and engineering
3. Textiles
All 3 strands will sit the same exam under the title GCSE AQA Design &
Technology.
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Fine Art
Coursework - 60% of FInal Mark
Exam board:
AQA course
information can be
found at
http: //www.aqa.org.
uk/subjects/art-anddesign/GCSE/art-anddesign-4200
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Exam unit - 40% of Final mark

What revision resources are available?
• Unit 1 - Natural Forms - observation unit focusing on building
and improving skills and gaining confidence in working
on a variety of different scales. Project culminates in a final
outcome based on initial studies.
• Unit 2 - Portrait unit based on the investigation of a variety of
art movements, including surrealism, photorealism, cubism
and minimalism. Project culminates in a variety of final
responses with reference to the theme.
• During the spring term, pupils will spend up until Easter
preparing for their exam unit. In this time they will be
expected to work developing ideas, looking at artists/
photographers and personalising their final idea.
• After Easter they will bring all of this preparatory work into a
10 hour exam where all of the previous work will culminate
in a final outcome.

French
Paper 1 - Listening 25%
Paper 2 - Speaking 25%
Paper 3 - Reading 25%
Paper 4 - Writing 25%

What revision resources are available?
• ‘Studio’ translation and grammar work book can be
purchased from school.
• Revision guide for reading, listening, writing and speaking
are also available from school. Alternatively CGP or Letts
revision guides are a good option.
• All pupils have access to ActiveLearn which is an on-line
revision resource to practise listening, reading, grammar and
vocabulary. This site provides invaluable revision activities to
compliment the textbook used in school and is linked directly
to the AQA specification.
• All pupils have access to www.memrise.com and should
be using this for at least 15 minutes per day to learn
vocabulary from the AQA specification. Memrise can also be
downloaded as a free app on smart phones to make revising
vocabulary even easier. See Miss Ridsdale or class teacher if
there are any problems accessing this.
• All pupils have a course guide which contains the vocabulary
lists required for the AQA specification.
• www.quizlet.com –Pupils can use the vocabulary lists already
on quizlet or can create their own games and activities using
key vocabulary they need to revise.
• www.aqa.org.uk – Further information about the
specification, vocabulary lists and specimen question papers
can be accessed here.
• www.languagesonline.org.uk – great for general vocabulary
revision
• https://www.bbc.co.uk/education/subjects - BBC bitesize
general revision for all skill areas.
• www.francais-extra.org.uk – great for revision presentations
and games.
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GCSE Geography
Paper 1 Physical Geography: 35%
The challenge of natural hazards, The living world, Physical
landscapes in the UK and Geographical Skills

Paper 2 Human Geography: 35%
Urban issues and challenges, The changing economic world,
The challenge of resource management, Geographical skills

Paper 3 Geographical applications: 30%
Issue evaluation, Fieldwork, Geographical skills

What revision resources are available?
• The one revision guide which covers all of the underlying
concepts is the CGP AQA GCSE Geography revision guide for
the 9 – 1 course
• The Geography department have produced 6 booklets (one
covering each topic) that is specific to the case studies we
have studied and covers everything that students need to
know. We would recommend this over published guides, as
our booklets cover all of the relevant case studies covered in
class
• Hyperlinked summary pages are all available, so that you can
access resources digitally, accessible through the QR codes
on each revision guide
• Students will also be provided with flash cards so that you
can test them closer to the summer examinations
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German
Paper 1 - Listening 25%
Paper 2 - Speaking 25%
Paper 3 - Reading 25%
Paper 4 - Writing 25%

What revision resources are available?
• ‘Stimmt’ translation and grammar work book can be
purchased from school.
• Revision guide for reading, listening, writing and speaking
are also available from school. Alternatively CGP or Letts
revision guides are a good option.
• All pupils have access to ActiveLearn which is an on-line
revision resource to practise listening, reading, grammar and
vocabulary. This site provides invaluable revision activities to
compliment the textbook used in school and is linked directly
to the AQA specification.
• All pupils have access to www.memrise.com and should
be using this for at least 15 minutes per day to learn
vocabulary from the AQA specification. Memrise can also be
downloaded as a free app on smart phones to make revising
vocabulary even easier. See Miss Ridsdale or class teacher if
there are any problems accessing this.
• All pupils have a course guide which contains the vocabulary
lists required for the AQA specification
• www.quizlet.com –Pupils can use the vocabulary lists already
on quizlet or can create their own games and activities using
key vocabulary they need to revise.
• www.aqa.org.uk – Further information about the
specification, vocabulary lists and specimen question papers
can be accessed here.
• www.languagesonline.org.uk – great for general vocabulary
revision
• https://www.bbc.co.uk/education/subjects - BBC bitesize
general revision for all skill areas.
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GCSE (9-1) History
Paper 1 Medicine in Britain 1250-present day
and The British Sector of the Western Front,
1914-1918: injuries, treatment and the trenches.
(30%)
Paper 2 Superpower relations and the Cold
War 1941-91 and Early Elizabethan England,
1558-88 (40%)
Paper 3 Germany 1918-1939: (30%)

What revision resources are available?
• Students can purchase revision guides for all of the papers.
My Revision Notes: Edexcel GCSE (9-1) is available for
Medicine and World War One, Elizabethan England, Super
powers and the Cold War and Germany 1918-1939
• Students have been given detailed checklists which are
stuck in their exercise books. These can be used to check
knowledge.
• The department has written a site which includes video’s,
information which are vital for their examination this can be
found at www.eggstory.weebly.com
• Activity booklets have been produced by the department –
These should be completed to review material from year 10.
• Students can use the following site which has study notes
and quizzes. https://www.tutor2u.net/history
• Students can use the quizzes on www.historyhomework.com
to check their understanding of question structure and of the
course content.
• BBC bitesize Edexcel history is great to help the students
revise. It has video, text and quizzes.
• Students can also buy ready-made revision cards. (Although
making them is better) from Pearson.
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Music
Performance 30%
Composition 30%
Examination 40%
Students have been working throughout the two years
towards their composition and performances. However, it is
really important to prepare for the exam at home.

What revision resources are available?
• Students have two set works: Since you’ve been Gone, and
Mozart. Students need to revise their knowledge and listen to
the pieces while following through the score.
• We have numerous exam style questions for students to
complete.
• There is a long list of vocabulary that the students have that
they need to revise.
• There are recommended websites such as teoria, that help
develop ear training skills which are very important in the
exam.
• There is a recommended study guide available, but it isn’t as
useful as practicing exam style questions and developing ear
training using online websites.
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GCSE (9-1) PHYSICAL
EDUCATION
Paper 1 (J587 Physical factors affecting performance (01): 30%
Paper 2 (J587) Socio-cultural influences and
sports psychology: 30%

What revision resources are available?
• The PE department have produced theory booklets for
each topic that covers the content students need to know.
The booklets contain notes for revision, examples of good
responses to questions and a host of past paper questions.
This should form the basis of students’ revision.
• Students will be provided with revision resources, including
condensed notes, past-papers questions and mark schemes,
which we strongly advise students to use as part of their
structured revision.
• We can (on request) loan students a GCSE PE text book
which is OCR exam board specific and basically covers every
aspect of the course in greater detail.
• There are several generic GCSE PE revision guides out there
that include many of the topics we have covered. These can
be useful when used in conjunction with student files and/or
our school revision guide…
• My Revision Notes: OCR GCSE (9-1) PE 2nd Edition
• www.hoddereducation.co.uk
• Finally, there are a number of past papers that PE teaching
staff are happy to give to the pupils and mark on request.
All of the above would help to prepare the students for the two
exams which consist of two 1 hour
papers each worth 60 marks each.
Section A (30 marks) on each paper
are shorter-answered questions
followed by section B (30 marks)
longer response questions.
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Religious Studies
Full Course
Paper 1 + 2: 1 hour 45 written exam each

What revision resources are available?
• All pupils have access to revision guides linked to new
Edexcel Specification. The booklet was designed by the Head
of Religious Studies and includes extensive notes on all topics
of the exam.
• GCSE Religious Studies for Edexcel B Textbooks are available
for all students. These are endorsed by Edexcel and can be
ordered either online or through the school. We can (on
request) loan students GCSE textbooks. The revision guide
is called: My Revision Notes Edexcel Religious Studies for
GCSE (9-1): Beliefs in Action (Specification B): Area 1 Religion
and Ethics through Christianity, Area 2 Religion, Peace and
Conflict through Islam
• Study Support Sessions began running at the end of Year
10 every Monday and Tuesday 3.15 - 4.15pm and focus on
individual weaknesses of each student. Students can opt into
sessions which will cover all course content and exam skills
needed for terminal examinations
• Individualised homework plans have been put together for
all students. Show My Homework will be used to set revision
activities based on areas of weakness identified by students
• There are a wealth of resources, including past exam papers,
available on the VLE which will help students with exam
technique and difficult concepts and course content
• REVISION SESSIONS there will also be intensive
sessions held during the
Easter holiday - these will
be for invited students
plus as many others as can
practically be fitted in.
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Spanish
Paper 1 LISTENING 25%
Paper 2 SPEAKING 25%
Paper 3 READING 25%
Paper 4 WRITING 25%

What revision resources are available?
•
•
•
•

•

•
•
•
•
•
•
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Viva’ translation and grammar work book can be purchased from the
school.
Revision guides for reading, listening, writing and speaking are also
available from the school. Alternatively, CGP revision guides are a good
option.
Revision flashcards from CGP and AQA are also available, to help self- and
peer- questioning.
All pupils have access to ActiveLearn which is an online revision resource
to practise listening, reading, grammar and vocabulary. The site provides
invaluable revision activities to compliment the textbook used in school
and is linked directly to the AQA specification.
All pupils have access to www.memrise.com and should be using
this for at least 15 minutes per day to learn vocabulary from the AQA
specification. Memrise can also be downloaded as a free app on smart
phones to make revising vocabulary even easier. See Mrs Alton if there
are any problems accessing this.
All pupils have a course guide which contains the vocabulary lists
required for the AQA specification.
www.quizlet.com – Pupils can use the vocabulary lists already on quizlet
or can create their own games and activities using key vocabulary they
need to revise.
www.aqa.org.uk – Further information about the specification,
vocabulary lists and specimen question papers can be accessed here.
www.languagesonline.org.uk – great for grammar revision and exercises.
https://www.bbc.co.uk/education/subjects - BBC bitesize general revision
for all skill areas, including videos of explanations of grammatical items.
Greenshaw Learning trust – There are hundreds of videos online
explaining certain aspects of pages in the textbook used at school
following the AQA specification. The links are all available on SATCHEL1

Textiles
Paper 1 Unit 1 50%
The exam is split into 3 sections.
Section A – Core technical principles (20 marks)
Section B – Specialist technical principles (30 marks)
Section C – Designing and making principles (50 marks)

What revision resources are available?
•

•

•
•

•

•
•
•
•
•
•

Section A - A mixture of multiple choice and short answer questions
assessing a breadth of technical knowledge and understanding. Topics
covered are new and emerging technologies, energy generation and
storage, developments in new materials, systems approach to designing,
mechanical devices materials and their working properties.
Section B - Several short answer questions (2–5 marks) and one extended
response to assess a more in depth knowledge of technical principles
including materials and components, forces and stresses, ecological and
social footprint, sources and origins, using and working with materials,
stock forms, types and sizes, scales of production, specialist techniques
and processes and surface treatments and finishes.
Section C - A mixture of short answer and extended response questions.
Students should know and understand that all design and technology
activities take place within a wide range of contexts. They should also
understand how the prototypes they develop must satisfy wants or needs
and be fit for their intended use. For example, the home, school, work or
leisure.
They will need to demonstrate and apply knowledge and understanding
of designing and making principles in relation to the following areas:
• investigation, primary and secondary data
• environmental, social and economic challenge
• the work of others
• design strategies
• communication of design ideas
• prototype development
• selection of materials and components
• tolerances
• material management
• specialist tools and equipment
• specialist techniques and processes
Revision material
AQA GCSE Design and Technology Text book
GCSE AQA revision book and work booklet
DT student
BBC Bitesize
Exam questions
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